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none of which are small
things. She’s also learning a
new-to-her design program.
We used the marine
metaphor of a cruise for
Stephen’s first month. For
Mary Ellen, we’d have to go
with a sailor thrown into
stormy waters who has
been asked to just keep
swimming and swimming
until 10 August. I am happy
to report, however, that
both cruiser and swimmer
are managing wonderfully!

We’ll soon have both
Stephen and Mary Ellen in-
troduce themselves and
their visions for Sunstone’s

coming years. Readers will have a bit of a
head start getting to know Stephen, as he has
an essay in this issue. Those who have been
reading SUNSTONE for a few years will also
know other things about him from his sev-
eral England Contest-winning essays and
other pieces we’ve published. I encourage
you to do a search for these at SUN-
STONEMAGAZINE.COM. SUNSTONE has also
published Mary Ellen a couple of times, plus
your search for her name at the Sunstone
website will turn up dozens of symposium
sessions. She’s been a regular fixture as both
presenter and planner of past Sunstone West
symposiums and has attended or presented
at all but one Salt Lake Symposium since
1992. She’s also served for seven years as a
member of Sunstone’s board of directors.
Stephen and Mary Ellen may be young, but
they’re definitely Sunstone vets!

S UNSTONE magazine has undergone
quite an evolution in its first 150 is-
sues. As founding editor Scott

Kenney’s inaugural editorial indicates
(reprinted on page 80), SUNSTONE was origi-
nally envisioned as a “forum for the partici-
pation of Latter-day Saint youth in the
intellectual and spiritual life of our times.”  In
its thirty-three-year journey since that first
issue, and especially after the foundation
began organizing symposia, SUNSTONE

shifted from presenting primarily young
voices to including the voices of all Latter-
day Saints and interested, insightful friends. 

In those early years, SUNSTONE also
began to embrace being a magazine more
than a journal—an evolution that is still on-
going. With the splitting of my combo posi-
tion as editor and primary symposium
decision-maker into two separate, salaried
positions with their own specific emphases,
we expect to increase the number of maga-
zine issues per year and also to see the
Sunstone website and blog become a much
more active source for the latest in LDS news
and insightful conversation. In this way, the
magazine’s “News” and “Update” sections
will contain fresher stories, but Stephen and
news editor Hugo Olaiz will also be able to
concentrate more on soliciting and pre-
senting thoughtful commentary on the sto-
ries that make the magazine’s pages. Don’t
worry, though—we’ll also be sure to con-
tinue to share some of the less-serious or “Oh
my heck, what will Mormons try next?”
kinds of stories. And count on SUNSTONE’s
continuing to increase the number of in-
sightful (and sometimes even LOL funny!)
cartoons per issue.

As Bob Dylan sang, “The times they are
a’changin’.” And nowhere is this truer for
Sunstone than in its plans to increase its out-
reach through the Web and in more and
more formats. In her Director of Outreach
role, Mary Ellen is charged to help Sunstone
create a much higher online profile through
podcasts and links to materials related to
magazine topics and features, a much more
dynamic blog, increased community
building through newsletters and local
Sunstone groups, greater connection to the
students and scholars involved in the ever-
growing field of Mormon studies, and more!

S OME have suggested that in this world
of blogging and search engines,
Sunstone has lost its relevance as a

major forum for LDS commentary and con-
nectivity. We disagree, for in the online arena,
the “signal to noise” ratio is getting increas-
ingly worse. More than ever, Mormonism
needs an independent, fully staffed, and to-
tally motivated Sunstone Education
Foundation to identify the best thinking out
there, subject it to keen editing, publish it in
accessible (and often fun!) ways, and then
discuss it at dynamic conferences and on an
energetic blog. Your time and ours is too
valuable for anything less. 

Thank you for being a part of Sunstone’s
wonderful past. We know you’ll enjoy what’s
ahead!  

S UNSTONE MAGAZINE IS now 150
issues old! What a perfect time to wel-
come new leadership.

With this magazine issue and the 2008
Salt Lake Sunstone Symposium, which is
taking place while this issue is at press,
Sunstone officially welcomes Stephen Carter
and Mary Ellen Robertson as its newest
staffers. Stephen comes aboard as Sunstone’s
Director of Publications and Editor, Mary
Ellen as its Director of Symposia and
Outreach. With some shuffling of existing
duties and the addition of others, Stephen
and Mary Ellen have been hired to succeed
both me and former symposium coordinator
and SUNSTONE managing editor Allen Hill,
who left in April to pursue a great opportu-
nity at Utah Valley University. 

Stephen officially began his tenure 1 July,
and we’ve been using this magazine issue as a
sort of shake-down cruise. He’s taken the
bulk of responsibility for about half of the
pieces in this issue, and he’ll more fully take
the helm for the next issue while I step into
the co-captain’s chair. Mary Ellen started with
us on 17 June, just a tad too late to have the
major role in planning the symposium pro-
gram; but since arriving, she’s been leading
out on recruiting the remaining panelists, re-
spondents, session chairs, and managing all
the correspondence with participants as well
as all the hotel and audio-visual details—
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150!
By Dan Wotherspoon

Stephen Carter and Mary Ellen Robertson


